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Genetic Algorithms Based Economic Dispatch
with Application to Coordination of Nigerian
Thermal Power Plants
G. A. Bakare, Member, IEEE, U. O. Aliyu, Member, IEEE, G. K. Venayagamoorthy, Senior Member,
IEEE, and Y. K. Shu’aibu

Abstract-- The main focus of this paper is on the application of
Genetic Algorithm (GA) to search for an optimal solution to a
realistically formulated economic dispatch (ED) problem. GA is a
global search technique based on principles inspired from the
genetic and evolution mechanism observed in natural biological
systems. A major drawback of the conventional GA (CGA)
approach is that it can be time consuming. The micro-GA (µGA)
approach has been proposed as a better time efficient alternative
for some engineering problems. The effectiveness of CGA and
µGA to solving ED problem is initially verified on an IEEE 3generating unit, 6-bus test system. Simulation results obtained on
this network using CGA and µGA validate their effectiveness
when compared with the published results obtained via the
classical and the Hopfield neural network approaches. Finally,
both GA approaches have been successfully applied to the
coordination of the Nigerian 31-bus system fed by four thermal
and three hydro generating units. Herein, use has been made of
the loss formula developed for the Nigerian system from several
power flow studies. For the Nigerian case study, the µGA is
shown to exhibit superior performance than the CGA from both
optimal generation allocations and computational time
viewpoints.
Index Terms-- Economic dispatch, genetic algorithm, microgenetic algorithm, optimization and loss-formula.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N order to maintain a high degree of economy and
reliability of the power system, economic dispatch is one of
the options available to the utility companies. Economic
dispatch allocates the total power demand among the online
generating units in order to minimize the cost of generation
while satisfying pertinent system constraints. The important
factors that influence economic operation of the system are
operating efficiency of generating units, fuel and operating
cost, and transmission losses.
The ED problems are in general non-convex optimization
problems with many local minima. Numerous classical
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techniques such as LaGrange based methods, linear
programming (LP), non-linear programming (NLP) and
quadratic programming (QP) methods has been reported in
the literature [1]. The solution of the economic dispatch
problem using the classical approach presents some
limitations in its implementation. One of such limitations is
that there exists the possibility for this approach to be caught
at the local minima when the cost functions are non-convex or
piecewise discontinuous in the functional space. Furthermore,
treatments of operational constraints are very difficult using
the classical approach. Recently, new heuristic approaches to
circumvent the above stated limitations have been used to
solve many global optimization problems in science and
engineering. This method includes: genetic algorithm, neural
networks, evolutionary algorithm, etc [2-4].
The work considered here has explored the application of
genetic algorithm to solve the problem of real power dispatch.
Genetic algorithms are stochastic search techniques based on
the mechanism of natural selection and survival of the fittest.
Also, they combine solution evaluation with randomized,
structured exchanges of information among
solutions to
obtain optimality. As a robust and powerful adaptive tool for
solving search and optimization problems, they have been
applied to various power system problems such as economic
dispatch, unit commitment, reactive power control etc [2-4].
One recognized disadvantage inherent in CGA is the large
number of function evaluation resulting in long computational
time. A survey of the existing population studies [5] revealed
that a larger population (20 - 200) is generally thought to be
able to find the global optimum in few generations.
Krishnakumar [6] first proposed the application of a small
population size in GA so as to reduce its computational time.
The application of the so-called micro-GA (µGA) has been
reported in [7], proving to be conceptually simple to
implement and an effective search technique. To confirm its
effectiveness, a micro-GA approach has been applied in this
paper to solve the ED problem. It uses a relatively small
population size compared with CGA and premature
convergence is avoided by frequent call of a “start and
restart” procedure, through which a diversity of the
population string is introduced.
Both approaches applied to ED have been verified on a
standard IEEE 3-generating unit, 6-bus test system. Tests
performed on this network under two different loading
conditions using both approaches revealed better results when
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compared with published results obtained via the classical and
the Hopfield neural network [2] approaches depicting their
feasibility and effectiveness. More significantly, both GA
techniques have been extensively applied to the coordination
of the Nigerian thermal generating units that made use of loss
formula identified from operating system data. It is shown for
the Nigerian thermal system that the µGA proved to be better
than the CGA from the economic schedule and computational
time (average of 62% time reduction) viewpoints.
The paper is organized as follows: Following the
introduction, the problem of economic dispatch is presented
in section II. In section III, the concept of GA is briefly
reviewed and in section IV, the implementation of GA based
ED is discussed in detail. Simulation results are given in
section V. Finally, brief and pertinent conclusions are drawn.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a system consisting of n thermal units connected
to a transmission network. The object of ED is to supply a
given power demand at a minimum generation cost subject to
various constraints. The ED problem is a constrained
optimization that can be formulated as follows:
Minimize

FT =

∑ F (P
n

i

i =1

Gi

)

(1)

Subject to the following set of constraints:
• Power balance constraint given by

∑P
n

Gi

(2)

= PD + PL

i =1

•

Inequality constraints of each generating unit active
power output ranging between its lower and upper limits
to ensure stable operation as given by:
min
max
P Gi ≤ P Gi ≤ P Gi

(3)

Where
n
= total number of online thermal units in a power
system,
P Gi = power delivered by unit i,

PD

= system power demand,

P L = system transmission real power losses,
min
max
P Gi , P Gi = minimum and maximum generation of unit
P

min

Gi

i respectively,
F T = system total generation cost,
F(P ) = generation cost of unit i. when the power output is
i

Gi

PGi.
The quadratic cost function of unit i is given by:

Fi (PGi ) = αi + βi PGi + γ i PGi
2

(4)

Where αi, βi and γi are respectively constant, linear and
quadratic cost coefficients of unit i. Using the B-coefficient
method, network losses are expressed as:

P

L

= P

T
Gi

[B ] P

Gi

+ P GiT B

O

+ B

OO

(5)

Where [B], BO and BOO are the generalized loss formula
coefficients.
III. GENETIC ALGORITHM CONCEPT
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are numerical optimization
algorithms based on the principle inspired from the genetic
and evolution mechanisms observed in natural systems and
population of living being [5]. Binary encoding GA is dealing
with binary strings, where the number of bits of each string
simulates the genes of an individual chromosome, and the
number of individuals constitutes a population. Each
parameter set is encoded into a series of a fixed length of
string symbols usually from the binary bits, which are then
concatenated into a complete string called chromosomes. Substrings of specified length are extracted successively from the
concatenated string and are then decoded and mapped into the
value in the corresponding search space. Generally, GAs
implementation comprises the procedures of initial population
generation, fitness evaluation and genetic operations of
selection, crossover and mutation [8].
It is expected of GA to be able to find an acceptable
solution within a reasonable time when solving the
optimization problem. One of the features that distinguish
GAs from other conventional search methods is the
characteristics to simultaneously deal with a population of
points (solutions), thus leading to the disadvantage of
requiring a relatively large number of functions evaluations.
As previously noted, a population of between 20 and 200 will,
broadly speaking, enable global optimum to be found in few
generations. Thus a small population size as proposed in [6],
often results in the so-called micro-GA (µGA).
The major difference between the µGA and the
conventional GA (CGA) lies therefore in the choice of the
population size. In the µGA, an initial very small population,
typically of four or five individuals is randomly generated It is
then processed by the three main GA operators such that the
mutation rate is fixed at 0.0. The algorithm thus converges
quickly within a few function evaluations. A restart procedure
in which new individuals are randomly generated while
keeping a copy of the best individual of the previous
converged generation ensures the infusion of the new genetic
information and the retention of the previous best individual.
The genotype convergence is said to occur when less than 5%
of the bits of other individuals differ from the best individual.
Comparison is made between both micro and conventional
GAs in the investigation of ED problem for the IEEE 3generating unit, 6-bus test system and the Nigerian thermal
generating units.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF GA BASED ECONOMIC DISPATCH
The general procedure involved in the implementation of
both µGA and CGA describe below is as shown in Fig. 1. The
GA based ED starts with the choice of appropriate GA
parameters and actualization of all the necessary power
system data required for the computational process. The
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encoding in which the problem is to be represented in the GA
must be carefully designed to utilize the GA’s ability to
efficiently transfer information between chromosomes
(strings) and the problems objective function. Binary
representation is normally employed for GA analysis because
of the ease of binary number manipulation and the fact that
GA theory is based on the binary alphabet.
At the start of the evolution process, an initial population
is randomly created within generating unit’s minimum and
maximum loading limits. The evaluation process computes
the fitness of each individual as a solution to the optimization
problem. Changes in each unit power output computed as
control variable are mapped into the data of their respective
power units. The power flow program is then actuated or
using eqn.5, delivering the power losses associated with each
individual schedule, and the fitness of each individual
constituting the population is then computed using:

obtained are compared with the classical CM, (LaGrange
multiplier) and an improved Hopfield neural network (PHN)
approaches [2] as summarized in Table II.

1 .0
; m = 1,2,..np
(6)
(1 . 0 + η k ε )
where np is the population size, k = 1 . 0 is a scaling
S base
f indm =

constant expressed as a fraction of the base power value Sbase ,
ε is the power balance tolerance and η is the penalty term.
After computing the fitness of each individual, the parents
then undergo the genetic operation of selection and crossover;
each pair creates a child having some mix of the two parents.
The process of selecting and mating of individuals continues
until a new generation is reproduced. The chromosome of
each individual constituting the population is subjected to
mutation. The elite preserving strategy is also applied.
Subsequently, the fitness of the individuals of the new
generation is evaluated, and this procedure continues until the
preset convergence criterion is reached. Finally, the optimal
generation schedule, the total generation cost and the total
system network losses are determined.
V. SIMULATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Both the conventional GA and micro-GA based ED were
implemented using the FORTRAN GA driver [9] on 380 MHz
personal computer. Two sample networks: IEEE 3-generating
units, 6-bus test system and the Nigerian network were
considered in order to verify the performance of the approach
in practical applications.
A. Case Study 1: IEEE 3-Generating Units, 6-Bus Test
System
This example is a 6-bus test system fed by three thermal
generating units [10]. The cost input function for each unit is
quadratic and the necessary cost coefficients given in Table I.
The power loss expression for the network is given by:
Ploss = 0 .00003 PG2 2 + 0 . 00000 PG2 2 + 0 . 0001 PG23

(7)

Both µGA and CGA approaches were applied to this
system under two different loading conditions. The results

Fig. 1. Flow chart of combined µGA and CGA based ED

From the results depicted in Table II, for both loading
conditions GA returned better results than the classical CM,
despite the convex nature of the cost functions used in this
case study. The superior results observed with respect to GA
derive principally from the specifications of their convergence
criteria and the degree of convexity near the global optimum
in the functional space. Note, however, from the results
obtained via CGA that the unit real power allocations are, to
all intents and purposes, very close to those obtained through
the classical CM. However, the total production costs
obtained through CGA and µGA are slightly lower when
compared with the other two methods (CM and PHN). MicroGA returned an appreciable difference in both power
allocations and the production cost. For all the cases, the
network losses are much smaller with GA than those obtained
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B. Case Study 2: Nigerian Power System Grid
The Nigerian power system grid is essentially a 24-bus,
330-kV network interconnecting four thermal generating
stations and three hydro stations to various load points. The
quadratic cost functions for the various thermal units have
been developed as the best curve fits to their actual operating
cost data over a period of one year. Table III presents the cost
coefficients so obtained for the four thermal units and their
minimum and maximum loading limits. The network and its
parameters suppressed herein can be found in [11]. The
power loss is computed from (6) with the loss coefficients
obtained via parameter estimation based on several power
flow scenarios [12] for its largely radial network structure.
The estimated loss formula coefficients are given in matrix
form below:
⎡ 0.0037
⎢ 0.0002
⎢
- 0.0074
⎢
B = ⎢ 0.0005
⎢ 0.0120
⎢ - 0.0076
⎢- 0.0036
⎣

B0

0.0002 -0.0074 0.0005 0.0120 -0.0076 -0.0036⎤
0.0103 0.0033 - 0.0031 0.0022 0.0005 - 0.0011⎥
0.0033 - 0.0076 0.0023 0.0130 0.0042 0.0152⎥
⎥
- 0.0031 0.0023 0.0056 0.0149 0.0004 - 0.0096⎥
0.0022 0.0130 0.0149 0.0935 - 0.0248 - 0.1354⎥
0.0005 0.0042 0.0004 - 0.0248 0.0127 0.0649⎥
- 0.0011 0.0152 - 0.0096 - 0.1354 0.0649 0.0769⎥⎦

⎡- 0.0154⎤
⎢- 0.0119⎥
⎢- 0.0812⎥
= ⎢- 0.0881⎥
and
0.0049
⎢
⎥
- 0.2679
⎢
⎥
⎣ 0.2456 ⎦

.

B00 = 0.2278

In this case study, the hydro units power allocations are
fixed a-priori in conformity with the utility’s operating
practices. Subsequently, both µGA and CGA approaches
were then applied to schedule the thermal units with the
transmission losses considered. The results obtained and the
parameters used for the GA settings are as shown in Table IV
for the two approaches. Micro-GA again offers better results
with a difference of about N3,100.00 per hour when
compared with the results obtained through CGA. In addition,
µGA required less computational time (66% time saving)
compared with CGA. From the results summarized in Table
III, µGA using the B-Coefficient yielded better results. The
total production costs and the executions time obtained via
µGA method are also lower when compared with the values
obtained using the CGA approach.
Furthermore, CGA yielded much smaller network losses
when compared with µGA method. Figure 2 is a plot of
maximum fitness against number of generations for the two

cases. From the graph, it can be seen that µGA reached the
maximum fitness faster that the CGA. On the other hand,
CGA started with a very low fitness and gradually reached the
peak.

M a x im u m F itn e s s

using the other approaches. On the other hand, µGA yielded
much smaller network losses when compared with the other
three methods in all the cases. Finally, µGA required less
computational time (58% and 63% time reduction for loading
conditions 1 and 2, respectively) as compared with CGA

1.0005
1
0.9995

conventional GA
micro GA

0.999
0.9985
0

100

200

300

400

Number of Generation

Fig. 2. Graph of maximum fitness against generations for µGA and CGA.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper both conventional GA and micro-GA based
economic dispatch of load for generation cost reduction were
comparatively investigated on two sample networks (a 6-bus
IEEE test and 31-bus Nigerian grid Systems). The results
obtained were satisfactory for both approaches but it was
shown that the µGA performed better than CGA from the
economic and computational time (average of 62% time
reduction) viewpoints. This is because µGA retained the
advantages of the GAs over the classical approaches while
eliminating the main disadvantage of the CGA long execution
time most especially with respect to the 31-bus Nigerian
power supply grid. Obviously, the hydrothermal coordination
of the Nigerian power system will require the optimal
scheduling of the hydro units to meet seasonal hydrological
conditions as well as the thermal generating units and their
operational constraints. This will form the basis of our further
research work.
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TABLE I
THREE GENERATORS, 6 BUS TEST SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Ganesh K Venayagamoorthy (M’97, SM’02) received the B.Eng. (Honors)
α
β
degree with a first class honors in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from
Unit
($/hr)
($/MWhr)
the Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University, Bauchi, Nigeria, and the MScEng and
PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering from the University of Natal, Durban,
1
561
7.92
South Africa, in March 1994, April 1999 and February 2002, respectively. He is
currently an Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the
2
310
7.85
University of Missouri-Rolla, USA and the Director of the Real-Time Power and
3
78
7.97
Intelligent Systems Laboratory.
His research interests are in computational intelligence, power systems,
evolving hardware and signal processing. He has authored/co-authored over 100
TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND GA SETTINGS FOR CASE STUDY 1

γ

PGmin

PGmax

($/MWhr)

(MW)

(MW)

0.001562

150

600

0.00194

100

400

0.00482

50

200

Classical Method

Hopfield Neural

Micro-Genetic Algorithm

Conventional Genetic Algorithm

(CM)

Network (PHN)

(µGA)

(CGA)

Power demand PD

Power demand PD

Power demand PD

Power demand PD

(MW)

(MW)

(MW)

(MW)

Parameters
340

850

340

850

340

850

340

850

PG1 (MW)

152.19

401.22

152.27

401.67

173.70

424.24

165.06

399.64

PG2 (MW)

140.58

341.08

140.1

340.66

118.57

292.46

122.90

320.80

PG3 (MW)

50.00

124.84

50.40

124.81

50.20

149.06

54.59

146.18

∑PG (MW)

342.76

867.14

342.76

867.14

342.47

865.76

342.53

866.62

Power loss PL (MW)

2.76

17.14

2.76

17.14

2.47

15.76

2.53

16.62

PD+PL (MW)

342.76

867.14

342.76

867.14

342.47

865.76

342.53

866.62

Total Cost ($/hr)

3742.90

8351.40

3742.9

8351.40

3742.13

8347.00

3742.21

8349.58

Crossover probability, PC

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

Mutation probability, PM

0.00

0..00

0.005

0.01

Maximum generation

150

400

150

400

Processing time (Sec.)*

3

8

8

19

Number of individuals

5

5

20

20

*Measured on 380 MHz personal computer
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TABLE III
NIGERIAN THERMAL STATIONS COST COEFFICIENTS

Power

α

β

γ

PGmin

PGmax

Station

N/hr

N/MWhr

N/MW2hr

MW

MW

Sepele

6929.0

7.84

0.13

137.5

550.0

Delta

525.74

-6.13

1.20

75.0

300.0

Afam

1998.0

56.0

0.092

135.0

540.0

Egbin

12787.0

13.1

0.031

275.0

1100.0

Nigerian Naira(N)=0.01US$ at 2000
TABLE IV
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND GA SETTINGS FOR NIGERIAN GRID SYSTEM
Power Station / Parameters

Approaches
µGA

Conventional
GA

Egbin PG1 (MW)

1011.39

877.15

Sepele PG2 (MW)

173.28

194.64

Delta PG3 (MW)

111.18

106.49

Afam PG4 (MW)

261.43

371.13

Shiroro PG5 (MW)+

490.00

490.00

Kanji PG6 (MW)+

350.00

350.00

Jebba PG7 (MW)+

450.00

450.00

Total power

2847.28

2839.41

24.55

16.29

2823.10

2823.10

PD + PL (MW)

2847.65

2839.39

Total cost (N/hr)

107,540.0

110,640.0

Crossover probability, PC

0.6

0.6

Mutation probability, PM

0.00

0.001

Maximum generation

350

350

Processing time (Sec.)*

7

17

Number of individuals

5

20

generated (MW)
Total network
losses PL (MW)
Total power
demand PD (MW)

+ Hydro Units

